OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES & THE WOMEN’S & GENDER CENTER PRESENT

Girl Cartoons, Bronies, & the Princess Paradox

Dr. Katia Perea is a Sociology and Media Studies professor at CUNY-City University New York. Her research specializes in television girl cartoons where she explores the counter-hegemonic potential that exists within the culture industry in the form of playful transgressions to gender normative coding.

The Bronies, Disney's master narrative, and the princess paradox will be explored in Professor Perea's discussion on the genre of Girl Cartoons while exploring how gender normative coding is playfully transgressed from within mainstream media.

Dinner will be served!

Thursday, April 20th
5:30 - 6:30 pm
Friedmann Room

For accessibility/accommodations, contact WGC@amherst.edu or 413.542.5667.